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By Kim Clark

Caitlin Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Attemptations: Short, Long & Longer
Stories, Kim Clark, Imagine you are given the startling news that your body is only capable of
having six more orgasms. "It's either buck up or fuck up", decides Mel in "Six Degrees of Altered
Sensation", adding this new restraint to the perplexity of single life with progressive Multiple
Sclerosis. In "Flickering" Francis becomes a pyromaniac in order to give her grown sons the
opportunity to become heroes. Mundane directions for propane use parallel a brief sizzling affair in
"Dick & Jane & the Barbecue and No, It's Not a Love Story". Altered and twisted realities make the
impossible possible for Clark's characters. Lillian, an arthritic senior in "Solitaire" discovers the
rejuvenating properties of the bones of her lively, young new neighbour. Looming dementia is
replaced by ravenous desire. In "Split Ends" a woman finds a book that contains her own
memories, but it is written by a stranger with the same name; in "No U's" a woman slips away
through the mail slot to escape her stagnant life. Ranging from micro-fiction to near maxi-fiction,
the stories in "Attemptations" are peopled by women, often physically challenged women...
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is great and fantastic. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom You will like how the article writer publish this publication.
-- Mr s. Alta  K ling  V-- Mr s. Alta  K ling  V

Merely no phrases to spell out. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your way of life period is going to be enhance once you
complete reading this publication.
-- Joa nie Ha m ill I--  Joa nie Ha m ill I
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